The world has been using gelatin for thousands of years. At Rousselot, we clearly see why. Designed by nature, Rousselot gelatin gives humanity a wide variety of uses and benefits. As new applications with Rousselot gelatin are discovered, they consistently share one major benefit: being sourced from nature, Rousselot gelatin answers the growing demand for clear label products. Let’s share clear ideas about gelatin.
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ROUSSELOT® PHARMA GELATINS: A SAFE CHOICE

Fully compliant
Rousselot's world-class gelatin is fully compliant with the highest international pharmaceutical standards.

At least 10 control checks & 100 analysis
Rousselot gelatins undergo at least 10 control checks, each of them covering a full set of analysis.

CONTRIBUTING TO A CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Optimal API performance
- Perfect protection of API against: Oxygen, Light
- Fully compatible with human tissue
- Fully metabolized
- Rousselot Pharma gelatins are non-allergic
- Optimal API release
- Gelatin melts at body temperature
- Capsules dissolve within 15 minutes
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